This paper deals with the relationship between Michael Ondjaatje's novel The English Patient (title typed in italics) and the film version of it directed by Minghella. In his film version of "THE ENGLISH PATIENT," Minghella changes the story radically. Indeed, the film has a different protagonist, a different denouement, and a different resolution from the novel. Far from maintaining Kip's role as protagonist of the novel, the film reduces him to a peripheral character. Moreover, the novel's major theme, namely, Kip's ability as an oriental to admire certain elements in Western culture, then review his encounter with that culture, and finally repudiate it, is hardly brought to the fore or allowed to be a significant theme in the film. Such manipulation of the content of a novel by film makers is charachteristic of the orietalists' trend to reserve the role of the hero for the White Wesern Man and represent the Oriental Man as devoid of any significant or effective cultural presence.
Every film director has a choice as to how much of the printed text to include, how much to cut, and how much to add when making a film from a novel. Such decisions result in films which vary from the printed text in either major or minor ways. The Merchant-Ivory team, for example, often creates film versions of stories that are astonishingly faithful to the text.
What Minghella has done in the film version of Michael Ondaatje's The English
Patient changes the story so radically that the film actually tells a different story. The film has a different protagonist, a different denouement, and a different resolution from the novel. Whereas the novel written by Michael Ondaatje provides a delicately nuanced multicultural world view culminating in a caustic appraisal of Western hegemony, the film retains a Eurocentric world view never given the devastating critique to which it is subjected in the novel. The character of Kirpal Singh who moves in the novel from apprentice to master of the art of defusing bombs, upon discovering that the hierarchy of nations of his respected teachers have perfected a gigantic bomb beyond his own wildest imagination, and dropped it on civilian targets, confronts his mentors with a fiery speech of repudiation, and returns to his own country. All the important characters still alive at A. Clare Brandabur 20 this final stage of the novel concur in the justice of his analysis. Kirpal Singh becomes the dominant character in the denouement of the novel: his analysis is acquiesced in by Almasy, Caravaggio, and Hana. Which makes it all the more surprising that this dominant character is essentially absent from the film.
When a novel is translated into the medium of film, it must be adapted to the target audience. That The English Patient was successfully adapted to the majority in a highly militarised Western capitalist cinematic audience -the white male -is confirmed by the many Oscars it garnered in the first months of its release. But the original text contains at its heart a devastating criticism of Western culture. And this criticism is delivered by an Oriental belonging to a religious minority. Apparently the producers of the film realized early on that the film had to be shorn of its political content in order to be acceptable to its target audience. As Ella Shohat and Robert Stam demonstrate in their essay on "The Cinema After Babel," "discourse is always shaped by an audience, by what Tzvetan Todorov calls the allocutaire--those to whom the discourse is addressed --whose potential reaction must always be taken into account." (Shohat 116) .
It seems to me that a fairly obvious reading of the novel sees it as a postcolonial kaleidoscopic many layered narrative in which Western culture is surveyed by an Oriental in the person of Kirpal Singh and found wanting. Set in Italy in the final months of the Second World War, the novel focuses on the lives of four characters who have been variously shattered by the war, huddled together in or around the ruin of a grand historic Villa, a ruined survival of the Italian Renaissance. Each of these survivors has in his own way "stepped away" from the war. Kirpal Singh is that last of the characters to step away from the war, and when he does so, his denunciation is total and devastating.
The Oriental in the novel, Kirpal Singh, is a Sikh, the point of view character, and In order to keep Kip from rising in the film to his true stature as protagonist and hero of the novel, the director had to alter many more or less subtle relationships and to omit significant passages from the text altogether. As Singh points out, "by erasing the spaces where Kip grows up socially, culturally, and religiously, Hollywood not only dislodges Ondaatje's hero to the periphery but also makes him a momentary and insubstantial figure" (Singh 4) . At times in the novel, Kip is forced by circumstances to assume enormous responsibility, to communicate to his dwindling team all the accumulated technical expertise of a whole tradition of sappers as, one after the other, they fall victim to bombs made more intricate and more lethal by the Germans in their retreat north through Italy.. Absent from the film are reflections like "he knew he contained more than any other sapper, the knowledge of Lord Suffolk. He was expected to be the replacing vision" (EP 208), and he has cultivated an austere tolerance for solitude since he worked among men "who would not cross an uncrowded bar to speak with him when they were off duty"; nevertheless "he knew he was for now a king, a puppet master, could order anything" (EP 209). The film omits the real technical mastery and courage through which Kip has won pre-eminence among his British military peers. Instead, as Nikki Singh demonstrates, Hollywood keeps Kip infantile and undeveloped. The camera, she says, "captures Kip's body, his mystery, his sexuality; it exoticizes his "oriental" body and coloring and features" (Singh 7). Such Oriental stereotypes are designed in the film to contrast with and "reinforce the Whiteness, rationality, masculinity, and adulthood of the West" (Singh 7).
Also omitted from the film are passages in which Kip's inclusive cultural vision is expressed: "For him there were the various maps of fate, and at Amritsar's temple all faiths and classes were welcome and ate together" (EP 289). Having omitted all of Kip's reflections on his religious concerns, Singh observes, the director turns Kip into a feminized sexual fetish through the parallel drawn cinematically between the scopophilia whereby the camera caresses Katherine's body, making it the object of the male gaze of Almasy, and the long hair of Kip. Cinematic metonymy elides Kim's long hair and brown skin by photographing him analogically with shots of Katherine against the undulating desert sands, both perceived as passive objects of sexual desire.
Thus, Singh points out, rather than marking his Sikh identity, Kip's long dark hair is fetishized in the movie.
Such a representation facilitates the division between the viewing subject and the viewed object, and converts a religious person into a knick-knack for sexual gratification. With his hair on display, the Asian is no more than an interesting spectacle, and each time his hair is shown, the upper part of his body is also bare. Instead, Kip has his turban, his steel bracelet, and his knife as Naipaul says, "every day, with these intimate emblems, a man would be reminded of what he was" (Naipaul 492).
But this identity is effectively omitted from the film. The main reason why Kip must stay within the Orientalist cliché in the film is to prevent audiences from glimpsing the real threat of an Oriental who judges and rejects the West, a powerful denouement which is at the heart of Ondaatje's narrative. Such a motivation constitutes the "final cause" of the plot in Aristotle's sense, in terms of the rational intentionality of the protagonist. If (as the film implies) Kip's real reason for leaving the Villa to return to India is his depression at the death of his friend Hardy, the last remaining sapper besides Kip, this would tend to confirm his femininity. In this view, Kip would be seen as lacking a mature motivation of his own and so unable to continue this arduous work without his friend. Therefore, the most serious distortion in the film is the misrepresentation of Kip's actual reason for leaving the Villa to return to India. In the novel, the real crisis that forms the climax of the novel and determines Kip to leave is the dropping of atomic bombs on two Japanese (Gibb 181) . Perhaps it was too much to expect that an Oriental hero -whose achievement would be made much more explicit in film than in his less obviously abrasive incarnation in the highly discontinuous, allusive text full of subtle parody and pastichecould be allowed to be fully realized. This was particularly true at a time when, after the demise of the Soviet Union in 1989, there had to be a demonization of Islam and the Orient, to substitute for the icon of "godless communist" the icon of the "Islamo-fascist" as the national bête noir. Thus the heroism of the white man had to be foregrounded in the film, while the real hero --who has the courage to speak "truth to power" --was turned from a courageous "warrior knight" of an unfamiliar Eastern religion into a "raghead"
In the 1994 Afterword to a new edition of Orientalism, Edward Said notes a trend which was to be dramatically intensified by the events of 9/11: read the text without realizing that Kirpal Singh, the intellectual and moral hero of the book, reviews his complex encounter with Western culture as he heads south on his motorcycle heading home to India, and realizes that it was from the same culture whose
Renaissance had produced this impressive art that the staggeringly destructive sophistication of the atomic bomb had comeHe was riding deeper into thick rain. Because he had loved the face on the ceiling he had loved the words. As he had believed in the burned man and the meadows of civilisation he tended. Isaiah and Jeremiah and Solomon were in the burned man's bedside book, his holy book, whatever he had loved glued into his own. He had passed his book to the sapper, and the sapper had said we have a Holy Book too. (EP 313)
He also realizes that his encounter with Western culture has been largely a oneway affair.
Perhaps the time for a more dialogic encounter between East and West is still ahead of us.
When it comes, such brilliant works as Ondaatje's The English Patient will have prepared the way. 
